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Abstract:  
 
There is a continuing growth in the application of natural gas for onshore electrical power generation, industrial and domestic 
consumption and now as a fuel for coastal and deep-sea shipping.  Hence, natural gas is increasingly being transhipped in its 
cooled transitory form of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), primarily via sea utilising ultra large and conventionally sized LNG 
Carriers (LNGCs) but increasingly also now by smaller coastal LNGCs and LNG Bunker Vessels (LNGBVs) / Gas Supply 
Vessels (GSVs).  Because of these factors there is a significant and rising demand for various frame sizes of, from small-
scale to ultra-large, floating LNG reception, storage and utilisation facilities, such as LNG Floating Storage and Offloading 
(LNG FSOs) reception / distribution vessels, Floating, Storage and Regasification Units (FSRUs), LNG Floating Power 
Barges (LNGFPBs) or ships, etc. 
 
Small-scale to ultra-large nearshore moored floating LNG assets can inherently provide a supply of LNG and natural gas or 
electrical power to locations, and ships, where traditional (fixed) land-based infrastructures are either uneconomic, prohibited 
by geographical or geological issues, or where demand is only temporary or seasonal.  Propelled LNGBVs can also supply 
fuel to the rapidly increasing number of LNG gas fuelled ships.  The speed with which floating LNG assets can be brought 
into commercial operation favours applications where there is a short mobilisation schedule or execution demands.  
Locations particularly suitable for floating LNG include the small or emerging markets of island and coastal states, 
communities / facilities not connected to an existing ‘national grid’ of gas pipelines, and isolated industrial or power-
generating plants (for instance, gas-fuelled power stations).  Hence, floating LNG is a particularly cost-effective vehicle for 
providing LNG and natural gas to market and facilitates solutions that are low-risk, flexible and inherently able to readily 
adapt to changing market conditions. 
 
Drawing on nearly two decades of experience in the design and evaluation of numerous new-build design, conversion and 
upgrades of offshore Floating Liquefied Natural Gas (FLNG) FPSOs (Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading) and 
nearshore floating LNG reception and utilisation facilities, such as FSRUs, together with a decade of experience in the design 
of conventional and highly novel and innovative LNG sea transportation vehicles, namely LNGCs and LPGCs and other 
exotic gas carriers, of all capacities and configurations, the speakers will consider the development and increasing 
deployment of small-scale and conventional ships and moored floating LNG throughout the world. 
 
To ‘set the scene’, the history and development of LNG shipping and offshore and near-shore floating LNG assets over the 
past half century will be discussed.  Design and technology selection aspects for small-scale, conventional and ultra-large 
floating LNG supply and utilisation chain options will be covered, include types and configuration of LNGCs, LNGBVs, 
FSRUs, LNGPBs etc. including the many common, and some unique, but often conflicting and diverse design and 
operational criteria which must be addressed coherently within the design process in order to generate robust and safe 
solutions for floating assets and ships.  The presentation shall also address the possible areas of operation / deployment for 
small-scale to ultra-large floating LNG assets, including the future of LNG as a fuel, both in the marine sector and on land, 
together it’s processing and distribution. 
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